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real estate 
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sells 6-8 homes 
per year. 

How to Sell for up to 18% More Money 

Introduction: 
The National Association of Expert Advisors® conducted a nationwide study over the 
past two years that revealed a proven, repeatable system to sell your home for up to 
18% more money than the methods of traditional real estate agents. What you will 
learn in this controversial report has been highly guarded by the real estate industry 
for over 105 years. You are about to learn what most real estate agents will never tell 
you about how to sell your home fast, and for the most money. 

Let's start with some shocking statistics you may not have known about the real estate 
industry, and why up to 21.5% of homes that go on the market, fail to sell. 

• The average real estate agent only sells 6-8 homes per year.
• In Florida a real estate agent is only required to take 63

hours of training to begin selling real estate.
• The average real estate agent spends less than $150 per

month in marketing and promotion of their business.
• The average accepted offer an average agent will negotiate

is up to 4.4% below your original asking price.
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How to Sell for up to 18% More Money 

Do you know the true value of your home right now? More importantly, do you 
know what it takes to sell your home properly so you extract the maximum amount of 
equity from it when you sell? 

You may or may not know. 

Either way, it's important that you are aware of this fact: there are essential marketing 
and negotiation principals that you must adhere to when getting your home sold for 
top dollar. Violating them, or worse, ignoring them, can mean you walk away with 
less money or having your home not sell at all. 

While it's not vital that you understand what it takes to get your home sold for the 
best price and in the time frame that you want, it's crucial that your agent does. Not 
being an expert in these areas virtually guarantees failure. 

What you '11 find in this report are the 7 laws that Certified Home Selling Advisors® 

have been trained to adhere to with respect to the Expert Advisor Home Selling 
System™ to get you top dollar for your home. 

Sincerely, 
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How to Sell for up to 18% More Money 

Low # l :: Low of Expertise 
Hire a Certified Home Selling Advisor® that hos 
thorough knowledge of your market. 
While the technology that is used in the real estate industry today is extremely current and 
effective in helping buyers and sellers navigate the overall real estate landscape; the same 
thing can't be said about the strategies traditionally employed to help you determine the best 
price at which to sell your home. 

You see, the same protocol for pricing that's been used for hundreds of years - a Comparative 
Market Analysis (CMA) - is still used today ... and it's literally killing sellers' ability to 
maximize the sales price of their home. 

In fact, using a CMA is so detrimental to sellers getting top dollar, that the average sale-to-list 
price of a home in Tampa Bay is only 95.6% - a full 4.4 % less than the asking price and 
worth about $12,452 to the average home seller in 2018. 

The inherent problem with a CMA is that it only takes into consideration the sale of a small 
sampling of homes in your competitive range, without considering the reason why those homes 
may or may not have sold at a specific price, e .. , condition, loss of job, under-priced, dated 
interior, a divorce situation, low curb appeal, vacant home, staging. 

What does that mean? If the agent is using the CMA to determine how you are going to price 
your home, they could be using homes that sold for much less than a home in your condition. 
Since the agent picks the comparable homes, this could skew the market significantly causing 
you to lose valuable equity. 

And that's why the sell-to-list ratio is so low. 
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How to Sell for up to 18% More Money 

$12,452 is a huge chunk of change being left on the table that you won't lose out on when 
you use a Certified Home Selling Advisor® to help you sell your home. 

The Law of Expertise states that the only way to increase the value of your home and get top 
dollar is to make sure you hire an agent who is an expert on your entire real estate market and 
the factors that will or won't impact the actual sales price of your home. 

A Certified Home Selling Advisor®, under the Law of Expertise, will consider as many as 27 
separate outside threats to the likelihood that your home will sell at a specific price. Included 
in this list of threats are: 
• Economic Indicators -What bearing does the overall local and state economy have on

the housing market in your area?
• Trends Analysis -Are the current market trends more or less favorable for the style,

location, demand, etc. for your home?
• Absorption Rates within Local Market -Is there regular consumption of homes in

your local market and if so, how many homes a month are being purchased?
• Inventory of Short Sale Properties -How many homes are distressed sales, like short sales,

in your area and what effect are they having on the overall prices of homes in your market.
• Rent vs. Buy Trends -Are people more inclined to buy a home or rent property in your

market and if so, what is the ratio of rents to purchases in your area?
• Job Stability in Market/Unemployment -Is there a stable job market in your area or are

major employers coming to or leaving your area at the time you want to sell your home?

Understanding these threats and knowing how to communicate them to you is a crucial part 
of the pricing strategy the Certified Home Selling Advisor® employs when getting your home 
sold. 

When pricing your home, the Certified Home Selling Advisor® will also do a thorough review 
of the supply and demand within your marketplace so as to leave no stone unturned when 
helping you determine the absolute best price for your home. 

In reviewing supply and demand, the Certified Home Selling Advisor® will consider the total 
number of homes on the market, entering the market, selling per month in your price range as 
well as the total number of homes selling per month in your neighborhood. 

Then, once your home is listed and priced properly, the Certified Home Selling Advisor® will 
continue to review the overall supply and demand in your market and evaluate the absorption 
data weekly as new competition comes on the market. Plus, he/she will employ an ongoing 
system to re-evaluate market conditions until your home sells. 

In most situations where a CMA is used, you'll often find that you'll get the price you want, 
rather than the price you need, to get your home sold. And you'll often get this price without 
a thorough review of your current situation and the market as a whole. 

Using a pricing model like this is akin to your doctor giving you medical advice and 
treatment solutions without properly defining the specific cause of your illness. 

In the medical world, prognosis prior to diagnosis is considered malpractice; and the same 
can be said about this pricing strategy in the real estate industry. 
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How to Sell for up to 18% More Money 

Low #2 :: Low of Differentiation 
A proper differentiation strategy can get you up to 18.6% more for your home. Albert Einstein said: "The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, expecting different results." Nowhere does this definition hold more true than in real estate. For decades upon decades, the same strategy has been used to get homes sold-put a sign in your front lawn, enter your property into the MLS and then put an ad in the paper; the hope at this point is that your home is going to sell for top dollar. In many cases, this strategy falls very short of the objective of getting the best price for your home. In certain situations, it falls miserably short and your home doesn't sell at all. For instance, in 2018 up to 21.5% of homes in the Tampa Bay Area failed to sell at all. By adhering to the Law of Differentiation, the Certified Home Selling Advisor® gives your home the best chance of selling and attracting the highest offers. This Law is grounded in the practice of increasing the perceived value of your home by making it stand out -or different -from the competition, and doing so by looking at what drives buyer preference in the local market. To get the maximum differentiation and up to 18.6% more for your home, the Certified Home Selling Advisor® employs a four-pronged approach: 1) Expert Staging Advice -Access to a professional staging expert who will consult withyou to determine what, if anything, needs improvement in your home to make it showthe best while on the market. Market research shows professionally staged homes sell inas little as 30 days and for up to 6-10% more than homes not professionally staged. Thisis a critical first step in the differentiation process.2) Quality of Life Upgrade Analysis -In order to drive the perceived value of your homeup as high as possible, the Certified Home Selling Advisor® will evaluate any possibleupgrades required. Then, he/she will recommend, if necessary, any upgrades and helpyou arrange the lowest price guaranteed on any work needed to complete the requiredupgrades. Please note that upgrades are not required on all home sales to achievemaximum differentiation.3) Professional Pre-Inspection- Knowing what pitfalls you'll encounter with aninspection, and getting them resolved prior to listing your home can save you as muchas 2 to 4% in repair costs. Subsequently, the Certified Home Selling Advisor® helps youget a home inspection to head off any major issues that might come up. In addition tocost savings on repairs, a pre-inspection will reveal any "deal killers" and positions yourhome to attract a higher offer.4) Home Warranty- Offering a home warranty to prospective buyers helps your home sellfaster and for up to 2.2% more. Additionally, you get coverage on the major mechanicalsystems in your home while it's on the market to protect you from any unexpected issuesthat might arise during the listing and selling period. The peace of mind a home warrantyoffers you and the prospective buyers on your listing is literally priceless.Differentiation when listing and selling your home is not optional when it comes to helping you get top dollar from your home. A Certified Home Selling Advisor® knows how to help you achieve maximum differentiation and capitalize on it to get you up to 18.6% more for your home. 
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How to Sell for up to 18% More Money 

Low #3 :: Low of Exposure 
Exposing your home to the largest number of qualified buyers 
gets you the best possible price for your home. 
Building on the principles of the Law of Differentiation; the Law of Exposure seeks to 
represent the differences your home offers to the largest possible pool of qualified buyers in 
your market area. 

As mentioned previously, the traditional marketing strategy employed in today's market falls 
woefully short of getting you the exposure you need to attract the largest number of qualified 
buyers through your home, to get you the right offer for the highest possible price. 

One reason that the traditional strategy is still being used today is because of the limited 
financial resources of the average real estate agent practicing in today's market. 

Most agents invest only 10% of their income on marketing and the systems to run their 
business. With the average real estate agent netting about $31,350 a year as of 2018, he/she 
only invests about $150 per month to run his/her business, including marketing for your home 
which is certainly not sufficient to get your home the exposure it needs to attract potential 
buyers. 

With such a small amount allocated to running a business and marketing, it's not hard to see 
why most homes get such little exposure. 

Conversely, the Certified Home Selling Advisor® allocates a significant portion of his/ 
her income to running market research proven marketing. Because of this, Certified 
Home Selling Advisors® make up to 30 times the income of average agents, allowing for a 
significantly larger amount of money to allocate towards getting your home the exposure that 
it needs to get you top dollar. 

And, not only does the Certified Home Selling Advisor® have more resources to invest in 
getting your home maximum exposure, he/she also has more knowledge of where to market 
your home to get you the exposure you need. 

The Certified Home Selling Advisor® knows: 
• That 90% of buyers look for a home on the Internet where more than 918 million

websites are accessible and has a top-flight online marketing program.
• How to tap into the top 5 real estate websites: Realtor.com, Yahoo! Real Estate,

Homes.com, Trulia and Zillow to get the most amount of visitors to his/her site to
find your home.

• That professional photography needs to be used when marketing your home; since
the first showing of your home will be online.

• Professional copy writing strategies to hit the hot buttons that make buyers want your
home and then take action to see it.

• The best ways to target buyers based on their lifestyle, occupation, family, school and
safety/security needs.

• How to track all of the leads and prospects they get for your home and then report the
information to you in a useful, structured and meaningful manner.
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How to Sell for up to 18% More Money 

Conclusion :: 
Getting the most amount of money is not something that is left to chance. It is the result 
of proven, tested and measured strategies that only a Certified Home Selling Advisor® can 
offer you. 

What this really means is that the skills and abilities of your agent are what will get you up 
to 18% more for your home when it is sold. And, if your agent cannot prove to you beyond a 
shadow of a doubt that he/she is able to employ a system to get you those results ... you could 
be leaving a lot of money on the table. 

Make sure that you put any agent you interview through his/her paces to guarantee you the 
best possible results on the sale of your home. It's your biggest investment and you deserve 
the absolute best when it comes to handling the sale of it. Use the checklist on the next page 
as a guide for your interview process. If the agent can not articulate their value, call me. 

I will put the Expert Advisor Home Selling System® to Work for You! Together, we will 
position your home to get up to 18% more money by managing the 7 laws and 151 variables 
that will ultimately effect the sale of your home. 

The Expert Advisor Home Selling System® is a tested and proven system that takes the risk 
out of selling your home and guarantees that you'll get the best price for your home no matter 
what the market conditions are. The program is employed only by Certified Home Selling 
Advisors® who have taken the Certified Home Selling Advisor® Course through the National 
Association of Expert Advisors® and is a member in good standing. When you hire a Certified 
Home Selling Advisor™ , you are hiring someone that represents the top 1 % of real estate 
agents in North America and Canada. 
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How to Sell for up to 18% More Money 

The 12 Most Important Questions You Need To Ask Any 
Agent Before Putting Your Home on The Market: 

As you are interviewing agents to help sell your home, ask them these questions: 

□ What's the difference between marketing and advertising a home and how does
this difference affect me?

□ What are the specific elements of your home selling and marketing strategy that
affect the selling price and the time my home will be on the market?

□ Do you suggest a pre-inspection and the home be staged before I sell? If not, why?

□ With the internet being the first place that most buyers look for a home, can you
identify for me the best internet property marketing methods and why they work?

□ What reporting do you make available that show how many unique visitors are
seeing my home on the various websites my home will be marketed on with you?

□ Do you have any information that details what home buyers find the most useful
when it comes to a property-marketing ad and what motivates buyers to respond to it?

□ Can you identify for me what buyers on the internet say is the number one reason
they choose an agent for buying a home they found on the internet? What in your
business reflects that you understand this fact?

□ Do you have a marketing budget that outlines how you'll spend your resources to
market my home and earn your fee?

□ What is your strategy to attract qualified buyers from the various sources available
today and how will you work to attract co-op agents so they show my home over
other homes in the market?

□ What is your negotiation strategy and how can I count on you to negotiate from a
position of strength than one of weakness? How can you assure me that the home
inspection will not "blow up" my transaction at the very last minute?

□ Can you identify how your team will work to handle my listing from the minute you
take it until the day that it closes? Also, identify for me the different departments of
your company and show me how they benefit me in the sale of my home.

□ What do you do, if anything, to ensure that the leads you generate are going to be
handled in a timely manner so that we don't miss out on any qualified buyer
prospects?
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